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EVBox Group and TSG Group Partner to
Provide Electric Vehicle Charging Solutions
across Europe
EVBox Group, the leading provider of flexible and scalable electric vehicle
charging solutions, and TSG, the European leader in energy distribution
infrastructure solutions for mobility, are joining forces to strengthen their
presence within the European electric mobility industry.
AMSTERDAM, February 23, 2021 — EVBox Group is entering a reseller and service
partnership with TSG covering 30 European countries. With the support of experienced service
provider TSG, EVBox Group can offer charging solutions, including installation and field
services, to its European customers.
The partnership will include the selling, installing, and maintaining of EVBox Group’s portfolio
of AC and DC charging stations, as well as branded services. Thanks to TSG’s expertise in
maintenance, commissioning, intervention, and installation, customers working in fuel retail
and fleet management can easily benefit from EVBox Group’s end-to-end EV charging
solutions.

A single point of contact for charging network operators
EVBox Group will train TSG’s service technicians to aid the distribution and maintenance of
world-class EV charging solutions across Europe. Customers of TSG looking for a single
supplier of EV charging solutions will benefit greatly from this partnership, getting all the
support they need to electrify their businesses. This partnership has already delivered EV
charging solutions to customers in the Netherlands, France, Denmark, and Croatia.

“This strategic partnership with EVBox Group is a key step toward TSG
becoming the go-to service provider in the electric mobility industry. EVBox
Group’s portfolio of charging solutions, along with its global network of
customers and partners, combines perfectly with TSG’s organization, values,
and customer base. By developing partnerships with key sustainable mobility
players such as EVBox Group, TSG is building foundations to establish a
strong, lasting position in the multi-energy mobility industry.”
— Jean-Marc BIANCHI (President and CEO of TSG Group)

“I’m delighted that with this partnership, TSG Group and EVBox Group can
offer end-to-end charging solutions to customers across Europe. By acting as
a single point of contact, TSG will make transitioning to electric mobility with
our charging solutions as easy as possible for its customers and energy
providers. At EVBox Group, we’re more than happy to offer our expertise and
solutions so TSG’s technicians can help customers electrify their businesses.”
— Kristof Vereenooghe (President and CEO of EVBox Group)

###

About TSG Group

Active in 30 countries, TSG Group is the European leader of solutions and services to public
and private energy distribution infrastructures for mobility. The Group has achieved in 2020 a
turnover of around 650 million euros and currently employs more than 4,000 people. With a
recognized expertise in new mobility energy solutions (electricity, natural gas, hydrogen and
biofuels), TSG's mission is to support its customers as they manage and transition their energy
distribution networks and to enable the development of sustainable mobility.
TSG is a privately owned company, owned by its management and a family fund called HLD,
with aligned long-term interests. This financial structure is key in giving TSG the strategic focus
and financial resources to support a sustainable growth both in its historic and new business
segments. TSG’s mission is to become the supplier of reference in technical services for
sustainable mobility.

ABOUT EVBOX GROUP

Founded in 2010, EVBox Group empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by
providing flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its extensive portfolio of commercial and
ultra-fast EVBox charging stations, as well as scalable charging management software engineered by Everon,
EVBox Group ensures that electric mobility is accessible to everyone.
EVBox Group is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing groundbreaking
electric vehicle charging technology. With offices across the globe, including Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Munich, and
Chicago, and strong foundations in dozens of markets, EVBox Group is working to shape a sustainable future of
transportation.
In 2021, EVBox Group will become a public company listed on the New York Stock Exchange via a business
combination with TPG Pace Beneficial Finance (NYSE: TPGY) and initial investors BlackRock, Inclusive Capital,
Neuberger Berman Funds, and Wellington Management.
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